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ABSTRACT
Understanding the characteristics of the users’ workload is
an important aspect when designing and providing web ser-
vices. The majority of current workload characterization
techniques introduce some limitations when representing the
dynamism of the client behavior and the continuous changes
in its role. This fact implies that the majority of the existing
workload generators model these characteristics in a simple
an improperly way. This paper focuses on the dynamism of
WWW in general, and the new techniques to characterize
the user behavior. Our work is addressed to develop a dy-
namic workload generator that considers the new behavior
of the web clients, and the continuous changes in their role.
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1. INTRODUCTION
More recently, dynamic contents have become more and
more frequent and web services have evolved through their
second generation [1]. This generation can be distinguished
by important changes both in client behavior and in web
architecture.

The implicit dynamism of client behavior (for instance, a
high number of navigation sessions begin searching a dy-
namic resource in a specialized site [2]) makes difficult to
obtain accurate models. Some proposals that attempt to
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solve this problem are presented in [3, 4, 5, 6]. Unfortu-
nately, in the current web applications, the user’s behavior
changes continuously, which has not been considered until
the moment.

In order to study the system performance for better desing-
ing web services, servers, proxies and networks, is necessary
to have first an accurate model of the system workload [7,
8].

In general, critical points in the workload characterization
are: i) how to model dynamic user behavior, ii) modelling
the roles that users play in WWW and iii) modelling con-
tinuous changes in the web applications users’ behavior.

In a previous work [9, 10], we proposed a workload genera-
tor called GUERNICA which represents user dynamism in
the workload model. In this preliminar work, the dynamism
considers only typical user patterns of the second web gener-
ation, using the navigation concept, which defines the user
behavior while interacting with the web; but it does not
model changes in the nature of this behavior.

This paper pursues two main goals. On one hand, to identify
and analyze in current workload generators the main short-
comings (or imprecision sources) when representing the user
dynamism, focusing both on web applications and in the
continuous changes in their roles. On the other hand, to
provide GUERNICA with suitable mechanisms that permit
the generator to model continuous changes in the user’s dy-
namic behavior when browsing the WWW. To this end, we
introduce the workload test concept with two main purposes:
i) to define different user behaviors in the same environment
and ii) to represent continuous user changes between mod-
elled behaviors.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section
2 analyzes the main shortcomings when modelling the user
dynamic behavior and how we can deal with. Section 3 dis-
cusses related work. Section 4 describes our GUERNICA
workload generator proposal. Section 5 includes an illus-
trative example about how our proposal works, and finally,
Section 6 presents some concluding remarks.

2. MOTIVATION
The need for workload characterization studies in order to
model and reproduce user behavior [7] appears with the in-
creasing importance of web applications, where a user work-



load characterization not only has the objective of evaluating
the performance of a web system, but also the high priority
objective of modelling the behavior of those potential loyal
users of the application.

Workload models are abstractions of the real workload that
reproduce its behavior, avoiding those characteristics that
are superfluous for a particular study. The model repre-
sents a set of users of a particular web application. The
model is accurate enough when it reproduces user behavior
and ensures that the web application performs as it would
do when working with real users. Workload models can
be classified into two main groups: trace-based models and
workload generators.

Traces log the sequence of HTTP requests and commands
received by a web application during a certain period of time
under given conditions. Traces are obtained under a specific
environment; i.e. server process speed, network bandwidth,
browser cache capacity, etc. This means that if any sys-
tem parameter varies, the obtained trace would be differ-
ent. Therefore, the main challenge of trace-based models
is to achieve a good representativeness [7], especially when
requests received by different servers exhibit a large variabil-
ity. Consequently, trace based models are not appropriate
to model changes in the user behavior (HTTP requests se-
quences).

Workload generators are software products designed and im-
plemented to generate HTTP requests sequences similar to
real requests. In order to consider different scenarios, the
generators can be configured by setting some input parame-
ters that specify the main characteristics of the workload to
be reproduced. Workload generators are a flexible tool for
performing tuning or capacity planning studies.

Some studies [12], [13] and [7] confirm how difficult is to
generate representative web requests, specially when trying
to model the characteristics of a dynamic web site and how
the user behavior is affected by this feature.

3. RELATED WORK
This section analyzes the main features of a representative
subset of web workload generators proposed in the open lit-
erature. Generators were selected according to three main
criteria: i) their representativeness from both the commer-
cial and academic research fields, ii) their nature, e.g., trace-
driven or mathematical models, and iii) the different goals
of their design (e.g., addressed to compare server perfor-
mances, tune proxy caches, etc).

Table 1 summarizes the main features and capabilities that
the generators offer. Distributed architecture refers to the
generator’s capacity to distribute the generation processes
among different nodes; emulating users working on differ-
ent machines. Mathematical based architecture refers to the
capability to use mathematical models. Business based ar-
chitecture refers to the capability of the generation mech-
anisms to model the structure of the business logic of the
web application. Client parametrization refers to the ability
to parametrize the user behavior. Some generators organize
the workload in categories or Workload types, each modelling
a given user profile. Other generators define functional tests

to model the business logic of the web application. Simula-
tions are usually run in LAN environments; and most of the
current simulators cannot model differences between LAN
and WAN, where applications normally reside. The main
feature we are interested in is, a superset of the previous
features, is both the ability to model user dynamic behav-
ior and its continuous changes. Other characteristics also
shown in table 1 are those related with their Ease of use, if
they provide Performance Reports, and if the generator is
Open source.

Below we describe the selected generators, grouped by fol-
lowing categories:

1. Outstanding academic research generators. An impor-
tant group of academic research generators were pro-
posed with the objective to model the load associated
to the traffic in Internet, so they are usually charac-
terized by an important mathematical component, e.g
SURGE, [?, 14] with the main objective of measuring
server behavior while varying the user load, or Web
Polygraph, developed at the California University [15]
which simulates both the client and the server with
mathematical models and real components. Another
characteristic of this category is the experimentation
of new architectures in the workload generation, e.g.,
S-Clients, developed by Banga and Druschel [16], di-
vides the process of generation of HTTP requests in
two subprocesses: one to obtain the connection and
other to recover the content, or Webjamma [17].

2. Outstanding commercial generators. These generators
are market leaders at the moment, so they are charac-
terized by product finishing. In table 1, we can see that
ease to use, performance report, client parametrization
or business-based architecture are some of the quali-
ties of WEBLOAD [18, 19, 20, 21, 22], commercialized
by RadView, JMeter, solution presented by Apache
Project [23] and MERCURY Load Runner [24]. We
wish to emphasize they are the three of the studied
approaches that solely present a partial capability to
model user dynamic behavior (see table 1).

3. Historical commercial generators. Another important
generators group by its influence in the workload char-
acterization field is the formed by WEBSTONE [25],
SPECweb99 [26] and TPC-W [27]. All these gener-
ators contributed a point of distinction in their time;
i.e., WEBSTONE bases its operation on units of ex-
ecution on the client, which are distributed on sev-
eral machines; SPECweb99 distributes the workload
among several clients, which are managed by a central
client; TPC-W is oriented to e-commerce web transac-
tions, providing both models of business-client (B2C)
and business-business (B2B).

4. Scripts and tools. Many developments related to the
workload characterization appeared by the necessity
to have specific tools to execute stress tests. They
are usually developments as they have been evolving
to products open-source widely used; e.g., DELUGE
[28], HAMMERHEAD [29], PTESTER [30], SIEGE
[31], HTTPERF [32] or AUTOBENCH [33].
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DISTRIBUTED ARCHITECTURE � � � ♦ ♦ ♦ � ♦ ♦ ♦ � ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ �
MATHEMATICAL-BASED ARCHITECTURE ♦ � ♦ ♦ ♦ � ♦ � ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ N
BUSINESS-BASED ARCHITECTURE N ♦ ♦ � � ♦ N N ♦ ♦ N ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ N
CLIENT PARAMETRIZATION � � � � ♦ ♦ � � � ♦ � N ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ �
WORKLOAD TYPES ♦ ♦ � ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ �
BUSINESS TEST ♦ ♦ ♦ � ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ N
LAN AND WAN ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ � ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ N
MULTIPLAT � � � � � � � � � � � N � N � � �
DYNAMISM N ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ N ♦ ♦ ♦ N ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ �
EASE OF USE � ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ � ♦ ♦ ♦ � ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ �
PERFORMANCE REPORT � ♦ � ♦ ♦ ♦ � � ♦ � � � � � � � �
OPEN SOURCE ♦ � ♦ ♦ � � � � � � ♦ � ♦ � � � N

� 100% N Partially ♦ 0 %

Table 1: Features of current workload generators

4. GUERNICA
The shortcomings of the discussed workload generators mo-
tivate us to design and implement a new workload generator.
We pursue a double goal: first, to develop a workload gen-
erator that includes the main features of current simulators;
and second, provide it with the capability to more precisely
model user behavior dynamism.

The GUERNICA (Universal Generator of Dynamic Work-
load under WWW Platforms) generator proposed in [9, 10],
results from cooperation between the Web Performance Re-
search Group of the Polytechnic University of Valencia and
Intelligent Software Components (iSOCO).

4.1 The navigation and workload test concepts
Navigation, introduced in [9, 10] is the main feature of the
GUERNICA design. Informally, we can confirm that navi-
gation defines user behavior while interacting with the web.

In this work, we propose a new concept which allows to
model the continuous changes in user’s roles. This concept
is workload test. Informally, we can define a workload test
like a set of navigations, which can be executed in parallel
by one or more threads (representing different users), during
the process of user behavior simulation. This set has got a
relation defined in its navigations. This relation chooses the
next navigation to execute, basing this decision on the set
of previously executed navigations.

Formally we define the workload test T (C,ϕ:CxC→N,I)
where:

• C = {n1,n2 ... nk} with ni ε N. C is the set of naviga-
tions.

• ϕ:CxC→N. ϕ is the relation which chooses the next
navigation to be executed.

• I is the number of users that the workload test must
simulate in parallel.

We have developed an implementation of workload test based
in a automaton. Nodes of this automaton represent naviga-
tions and its balanced arcs indicate the transitions between

navigations and the weight on the arc the probability to take
that arc. Navigations model the user’s dynamic behavior,
and the transitions model the continuous changes in this
behavior.

4.2 Current GUERNICA features and capa-
bilities

The current version of GUERNICA includes the following
features and capabilities:

• It defines navigations by means of the corresponding
parameter values placed in XML files.

• It defines workload tests by means of the corresponding
parameter values placed in XML files.

• It generates statistics from workload test executions.
In addition, statistics can be stored in XML files.

• It models dynamic user behavior, therefore navigations
evolve towards one or another HTTP request sequence
based on the execution context, as done by a human
user. It should be emphasized that in this current
version the dynamism only depends on the content of
previous requests, but not in their meta-information.

• It represents the user think time; i.e., when the content
of a HTTP request arrives, the generator includes a
delay time, which is a simple constant delay or cradles
based on Gaussian distributions.

• It executes concurrent navigations using a multithread-
ing execution.

Finally, the current version of GUERNICA totally supports
six of the eleven features used in section 3 to compare current
simulators while partially supporting the remaining features.
Table 1 summarizes such features.

5. DYNAMIC WORKLOAD STUDY CASE
In this section we analyze a workload test model that a user
would generate when browsing the web, with a surfer or
searcher behavior.



Searchers are the users that start their navigations with a
query in a searcher engine like Google. Surfers are those
users that prefer to navigate through the web using its direct
hyperlinks [6].

As an specific case to explain these two different kind of be-
haviors we have chosen a navigation example when search-
ing some information related with the US president election
2004. Figure 1 presents the automaton that shows how a
typical user that searches information about the candidates
of the US election 2004 may proceed: i) to search the name
of the candidate in a searcher, e.g. Google, or ii) to nav-
igate through one of the most important news sites, e.g.,
the CNN site. In the automaton of figure 2, we can see
how the user starts searching with the same probability, one
of the two main candidates names; i.e., Bush or Kerry in
Google, then the user can search the other candidate name
in Google (25% of probability), can execute the navigation
of the candidate in the CNN site (50% of probability) or can
finish the navigation (25% of probability). After that, the
user behavior can change, executing the search of the other
candidate (30% of probability), can maintain, navigating to
the other candidate page in the CNN (30% of probability)
or can finish its navigation.

Listing 1 shows the XML file that also defines the workload
test associated with the automaton. We can see how the
user starts with a search (i.e., searcher behavior) of the word
Kerry or Bush in Google; then, the user can search the
other word (25% of probability) or change his behavior (i.e.,
surfer behavior) by navigating into the CNN site. When
the user navigates in the CNN site, he wants to go to the
candidate home page, then the user can navigate into the
other candidate page home, or back to the initial searcher
behavior. Finally, the user navigation can finish in the end
of any of the four performed navigations.

Figure 2 shows the navigation graph associated with the
searcher behavior. In this figure, we can see that once the
main page of Google is accessed (i.e., www.google.es), the
user waits for a time - given by Gaussian distribution as
3500ms of average with 1500ms standard deviation ( user’s
think-time). Then, the user has two options represented
by two branches in the graph; if the finder provides results
for the candidate name (left branch) the user will access
the candidate site (first site provided); otherwise, the user
will finish the process (right branch). If the user accesses
the candidate home page, a new user think time of 5000ms
takes place before finishing the navigation (black dot).

We use a model language based on XML labels to define
the navigations and workload tests. Listing 2 is the XML
file that define the navigation of figure 2. Listing 2 defines
a navigation that takes the candidate name ( phrase) to
be searched in Google as input; i.e, Kerry. A set of statis-
tics is obtained in both cases; e.g., the total GUERNICA
execution (i.e, ExecutionTime), the total time of naviga-
tion, and for each HTTP request the GET/POST method
(i.e.,HttpMethod), connection time (i.e, StablishmentTime),
transfer time, user’s think time, content size, access URL,
and the successfulness when making the connection (i.e, Sta-
blished). PCA-Plugin is the XML file that defines, by using
the PCA scripting language, the user’s behavior. More de-

tails about how the navigation engine works can be found
in [9, 10].

Once the workload test has been run, we obtain the plan
of conducted navigations and their HTTP requests, each
having different outcome. Listing 3 illustrates an outcome
example corresponding to an execution of two users.

Listing 1: US President Election 2004 Workload test
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF -8"?>
<WorkloadTest id="test_searcher_vs_surfer">
<UsersNumber >2</UsersNumber >
<NavigationGraph >
<InitialNavigations >
<InitialNavigation id="google_kerry" prob="0.50"/>
<InitialNavigation id="google_bush" prob="0.50"/>

</InitialNavigations >
<NavigationTransitions >
<NavigationTransition from="google_kerry"

to="cnn_kerry" prob="0.50"/>
<NavigationTransition from="google_kerry"

to="google_bush" prob="0.25"/>
<NavigationTransition from="google_bush"

to="cnn_bush" prob="0.50"/>
<NavigationTransition from="google_bush"

to="google_kerry" prob="0.25"/>
<NavigationTransition from="cnn_kerry"

to="google_bush" prob="0.30"/>
<NavigationTransition from="cnn_kerry"

to="cnn_bush" prob="0.30"/>
<NavigationTransition from="cnn_bush"

to="google_kerry" prob="0.30"/>
<NavigationTransition from="cnn_bush"

to="cnn_kerry" prob="0.30"/>
</NavigationTransitions >

</NavigationGraph >
</WorkloadTest >

Listing 2: Kerry Google search navigation
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF -8"?>

<Navigation id="google_kerry">
<InputData >

<Param name="phrase" value="Kerry"/>
</InputData >
<ExecutionCode >

<PCA -Plugin name="google.pca.xml"/>
</ExecutionCode >
<StatisticsConfiguration >

<StatisticAttribute name="NavigationTime"/>
<StatisticAttribute name="ExecutionTime"/>
<StatisticAttribute name="HttpRoute">

<StatisticAttribute name="URL"/>
<StatisticAttribute name="HttpMethod"/>
<StatisticAttribute name="Stablished"/>
<StatisticAttribute name="StablishmentTime"/>
<StatisticAttribute name="TransferTime"/>
<StatisticAttribute name="ThinkUserTime"/>
<StatisticAttribute name="ContentSize"/>

</StatisticAttribute >
</StatisticsConfiguration >

</Navigation >

Listing 3: US President Election 2004 Workload test
results
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF -8"?>

<WorkloadTestStatistics id="2004/11/23/..." testId="
test_searcher_vs_surfer"

<UserNavigations >
<NavigationStatistic navigationId="google_kerry"

date="...">
<NavigationTime >17065</NavigationTime >
<ExecutionTime >18453 </ExecutionTime >
<HttpRoute >

<HttpRouteElement >
<URL>http: //www.google.es</URL>
<HttpMethod >GET</HttpMethod >
...

</HttpRouteElement >
<HttpRouteElement >

<URL>http: //www.google.es/search?q=Kerry </
URL>



Figure 1: Searchers and surfers in US President Election

Figure 2: Search in Google navigation

<HttpMethod >GET</HttpMethod >
<Stablished >true</Stablished >
<StablishmentTime >116</StablishmentTime >
<TransferTime >1084</TransferTime >
<ThinkUserTime >5622</ThinkUserTime >
<ContentSize >19896 </ContentSize >

</HttpRouteElement >
<HttpRouteElement >

...
<TransferTime >257</TransferTime >
<ThinkUserTime >5000</ThinkUserTime >
<ContentSize >15545 </ContentSize >

</HttpRouteElement >
</HttpRoute >

</NavigationStatistic >

<NavigationStatistic navigationId="cnn_kerry"
date="23.11.2004 at 14 :46:47">
...

</NavigationStatistic >

<NavigationStatistic navigationId="google_bush"
date="...">
...

</NavigationStatistic >

<NavigationStatistic navigationId="cnn_bush" date
="...">
...

</NavigationStatistic >
</UserNavigations >
<UserNavigations >

<NavigationStatistic navigationId="google_kerry"

date="...">
...

</NavigationStatistic >
</UserNavigations >

</WorkloadTestStatistics >

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The evolution of the second WWW generation has involved
new web application features. Applications mainly focus on
users who are potential clients. One of the most important
mechanisms to achieve this goal is the dynamism present
in the web content (e.g., personalized contents, publicity,
products on offer, etc) which matches the dynamism of user
behavior. This feature is the main shortcoming to deal with
when modelling the real web workload.

We have analyzed the characteristics of a representative sub-
set of the state-of-the-art workload generators, focusing on
those able to represent the user dynamism of the second
web generation (dynamic user’s behavior and the continu-
ous changes in user role). Unfortunately, none can currently
represent this dynamism.



In previous work [9, 10] we described the core of our genera-
tor proposal (GUERNICA) based on the navigation charac-
teristics in order to represent such dynamism. In the current
work we present the new features of our generator: i) the
workload test, that allows GUERNICA to model different
user behaviors, and continuous changes between them, and
ii) multithread support, that reduces the experimental exe-
cution time, and allows to simulate several users browsing
simultaneously.

The navigation and the workload test features our simulator
introduces emulate real web user’s navigations across the In-
ternet. In this sense, it can select alternative route branches
when performing the user behavior and the navigations of
this behavior, emulating human decisions. Moreover, it can
select branches depending on: i) the real environmental con-
ditions (e.g., establishment time or transfer time), ii) the ob-
ject characteristics (e.g., the content size), and iii) the user
characteristics (e.g., the user’s think-time).

In order to model variable user think time, our generator
uses statistical distributions, which can be tuned to match
the corresponding user behavior (e.g., Gaussian and Con-
stant distributions).

Several distributions can be chosen to represent different
behaviors. In addition, our generator outputs both statistics
and graphics results; e.g., it can plot the dynamic navigation
graph.
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